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Spier Hotel
Case Study

How allora.ai helped 
Spier Hotel grow direct 
revenue by 73% YOY

The family who have owned Spier since 1993 
work hands-on in keeping Spier true to its 
intentions: to make good wine and grow good 
food, investing in people, the environment and 
South African art.

Spier is a historic Stellenbosch wine farm. Their 
passion for winemaking is matched by their 
love of growing and making good food. Most 
of what you’ll eat in their restaurants and hotel 
is homegrown, or sourced nearby.

Spier Hotel is about restfulness, with a river 
running through it and an inspiring collection 
of contemporary South African art. Nature is in 
charge here, and you can feel it.

Spier may be a heritage brand with a legacy 
of bringing together creativity and craft,  but 
they are also adept at leveraging digital 
channels to augment its guest experience, 
and they knew that that there were many 
opportunities to improve the overall 
commercial performance of their digital 
channels and the booking experience, as well 
as to improve key commercial metrics.

Spier Hotel started working with allora.
ai, SHR Group’s AI powered booking and 
recommender engine, in December 2021 
and have seen significant performance 
improvements ever since, as well as 
upweighting and improving the way in which 
they use data to make better marketing and 
revenue optimisation decisions.
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A forward thinking hotel ready to 
collaborate with a progressive 
technology partner

The Challenge
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Spier Hotel partnered up with allora.ai in 
December 2021 for their AI-driven booking 

& recommender engine, and their internal 
marketing and revenue teams have been 
leveraging the full extent of the engine’s ability 
to drive optimization of key metrics, save 
time and money through automation and 
to use the platform’s data to improve digital 
marketing efforts. Spier has: 

• Seen immediate YOY improvements in both booked 
 revenue, ABV and booking engine conversion rates.

• Used the data dashboards to evaluate demand by   
 period, up to 6 months in advance, thus allowing their  
 marketing team to optimise availability and pricing to  
 drive improved conversion.

• Used allora.ai’s wait list functionality to drive further   
 conversion through automation.

• Used allora.ai’s closed user group functionality to   
 improve and simplify the management of 3rd party   
 loyalty programme promotional codes, as well as   
 reduce manual workload.

• Leveraging the data generated by the platform to   
 drive marketing campaign effectiveness.

• Improved overall booking engine conversion rate to   
 perform consistently above industry standard

• Since the move to allora.ai, the overall direct room   
 bookings have improved by 36%.

The Solution The Results

73% 71%
Improved booked  
revenue by 73% YOY

Improved average 
booking value by 
71% YOY

 “Our results and KPIs from booking engine 
to digital reinforce the effectiveness of 
our partnership and allora.ai’s exceptional 
technology.” 

Comien Grobler 
Sales & Marketing Manager 
Spier Hotel
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Discover the world’s leading intelligent  
& automated hotel technology platform

allora Internet Booking Engine

Unleash the full potential of your most lucrative channel: 
your personal booking engine.

Internet Your personal booking engine is an invaluable 
asset that can significantly boost your business’s 
profitability. By utilizing this powerful tool, you have the 
ability to maximize your revenue and take control of your 
bookings like never before.
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Find out more about SHRGroup’s products & services at                    .com

Find out more about our integrated and automated tool suite at

Headquarters - Houston: +1 800 252 0522 
Limerick - Ireland: +353 (0)61 335 680 

Barcelona – Spain: +34 93 522 28 84
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